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ABUKAI provides a great way for artists and their crew to keep track of their expenses. 
Artists should spend their time creating and not keeping track of receipts for 
merchandise, marketing, studio fees, materials, equipment, or transportation.

PC Magazine Award-winning, ABUKAI Expenses eliminates all the cumbersome 
work associated with creating expense reports including typing data from receipts, 
categorizing expenses and looking up exchange rates. 

Step 1. Simply take a picture of each receipt while on the road, at home or in your 
office.

Step 2. Press “Submit” whenever you are ready.

Users will receive their finished expense report with cost categorization, date, vendor, 
amount and all the other information already filled in. In only 2 steps! Instead of having 
to manually enter each expense entry, with ABUKAI Expenses, users only need to take 
a picture of the receipt anywhere they go. ABUKAI works anywhere - back stage, in the 
shop, or studio so that entertainers no longer end up procrastinating on the necessary 
paperwork. The resulting expense reports can then easily be forwarded on to the 
accountant or other finance person for book keeping. 

ABUKAI works well for individuals and teams of all sizes. For larger crews, ABUKAI also 
offers corporate accounts, expense approval tracking, and direct integration with 
accounting, entertainment budgeting or project-tracking software, or other systems. 
Custom reporting capabilities and report formats are also available.

Case Example:  Pete Kronowitt is a performing songwriter with 4 fully produced 
albums. Pete is utilizing ABUKAI Expenses to track 
his expenses when touring and in the studio.

Pete’s fourth album, A Lone Voice, has been 
released recently, recorded in Nashville. Pete had 
been writing songs for about 10 years before 
stepping into a recording studio in Arlington, VA for 
the first time. 

Pete has played gigs in China, Japan, Vietnam, 
and across the United States including shows 
throughout Florida, Los Angeles, San Francisco and 
Portland, together with his long-time collaborator.

“ Abukai just works, and saves countless hours of work. I had a significant 
amount of older expenses from the last several months and it just worked. 
Just take a picture of a receipt and the report produced is accurate, ordered 
and invaluable to assess taxes.  I really appreciate the service.“

 
Pete Kronowitt 
Performing Songwriter

Entertainment: ABUKAI Expenses saves artists, entertainers, and their 
crew and staff, countless hours on paperwork


